The use of movie-watching as an acquisition state for functional connectivity (FC) MRI has recently enabled multiple groups to obtain rich data sets in younger children with both substantial sample sizes and scan durations. Using naturalistic paradigms such as movies has also provided analytic flexibility for these developmental studies that extends beyond conventional resting state approaches. This review highlights the advantages and challenges of using movies for developmental neuroimaging and explores some of the methodological issues involved in designing pediatric studies with movies. Emerging themes from movie-watching studies are discussed, including an emphasis on intersubject correlations, developmental changes in network interactions under complex naturalistic conditions, and dynamic age-related changes in both sensory and higher-order network FC even in narrow age ranges. Converging evidence suggests an enhanced ability to identify brain-behavior correlations in children when using moviewatching data relative to both resting state and conventional tasks. Future directions and cautionary notes highlight the potential and the limitations of using movies to study FC in pediatric populations.
Introduction
The term "naturalistic paradigms" traces its roots to a shift in the field of vision research from using highly constrained artificial stimuli such as bars of light to also studying neural responses to complex natural images such as landscape photographs (for reviews, see (Felsen & Dan 2005 , Hasson et al 2010 . Early functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies with movies used the term natural vision (Hasson et al 2004) or natural viewing conditions (Bartels & Zeki 2004a , Bartels & Zeki 2005 . In some cases, the specifier "free viewing" was added to emphasize the absence of a fixation cross or instructions to the participant to pay attention to a certain location on the screen (Bartels & Zeki 2004b ). The un-natural characteristics of, for example, commercial movies, are many, including multiple camera angles, zooms, pans, scenecuts, the inclusion of music and exaggerated sound effects, the ability to skip time, etc. In 2009, Hasson et al. used the term "naturalistic," and we adopt it here to describe stimuli that are complex, dynamic and rich (Hasson et al 2009) . A key feature of this class of stimuli is their dynamics: the stimuli themselves are composed of multiple elements, all of which have highly complex time courses, and are consequently distinct from conventional paradigms. As Bottenhorn et al. noted, these are stimuli that require continuous, real-time integration of dynamic streams of information (Bottenhorn et al 2018) . In this way, naturalistic paradigms aim to evoke more naturalistic patterns of neural responses; they do not necessarily aim to mimic the natural world.
The scope of naturalistic paradigms in neuroscience is broad, including the use of lullabies to study infants (Wild et al 2017) , so-called "hyperscanning" to scan two participants interacting in real time via a live video-feed between two MRI machines (Redcay et al 2010) , listening to stories or music (Finn et al 2018 , Regev et al 2013 and using virtual reality goggles to simulate social scenarios (Pelphrey et al 2004) . Such stimuli are being used across modalities, including electroencephalography (Dmochowski et al 2012 , Tie et al 2015 , functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) (Hirsch et al 2017) and eye-tracking (Klin et al 2002) , as well as across species (Mantini et al 2012 , Xu et al 2018 . The complexity of naturalistic paradigms introduces both theoretical and practical challenges for neuroscientists. Felsen and Dan discussed the difficulties of analyzing the stimulus-response relationship when the stimulus itself is dynamic and complex. Almost by definition, a movie violates the tenet of the scientific method of altering one variable at a time. In a critique of natural viewing paradigms, Rust and Movshon stated "The main-and in our view, crippling-challenge is that the statistics of natural images are complex and poorly understood" (Rust & Movshon 2005) . In other words, when using naturalistic paradigms, the stimulus properties (e.g., tracking the presence or absence of faces, local motion changes, or certain auditory features) are too complicated to isolate and model with any confidence. In particular, movies are also technically difficult to work with: sound and video editing are entire specialties on their own, and movies are notoriously difficult to display consistently in scientific settings. Specifically, because computers dynamically alter the allocation of processing resources when handling digital data streams, it is challenging to maintain precise timing of a movie over repeated viewings. This is more of a problem for the A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T temporal precision needed for electroencephalography than for fMRI, but attaining successful, consistent in-scanner movie presentation remains a struggle.
Despite these challenges, a major reason for the growing use of naturalistic paradigms in developmental fMRI has been the effect of movie-watching on head motion during scanning. With conventional task-based fMRI, scanning young awake children was possible because childfriendly tasks maintained interest and helped minimize head movement (Rajagopal et al 2014) . With the advent of functional connectivity (FC) MRI (fcMRI), parameters changed significantly. In fcMRI, researchers identify spatially separate brain regions or voxels that have correlated BOLD-signal time courses (see also Terms and Acronyms). When doing this type of correlationbased connectivity analysis, even small head movements that were tolerable in task-based fMRI can cause spurious signal artifact (Power et al 2012 , Van Dijk et al 2012 . Further, fcMRI is usually conducted using "task-free" or resting state conditions wherein participants lay quietly in the MRI machine with no external stimulation. Because children naturally move more than adults, and because they experience the instructions to "lay still and relax" as a particularly demanding task, getting enough usable FC data from awake children under the age of 7 years has remained a formidable challenge.
* Even now, more than 20 years after the advent of resting state, only a few studies have used task-free conditions with substantial numbers of awake children under the age of 6 years (e.g., ( The idea of using movies to improve compliance is not new; labs and hospitals have been showing cartoons during structural MRI sequences to improve image quality and avoid sedation during pediatric scans for years (Raschle et al 2012 , Raschle et al 2009 . In 2013, Cantlon and Li published an elegant study using clips from Sesame Street to study math-related processes in children ages 4-11 years (Cantlon & Li 2013) . They noted that head motion during the movie clips was significantly lower than during an age-appropriate task. In 2015, Vanderwal et al. published results from a small sample of young children, ages 4-7 years, studied in an MRI simulator, showing that movies could be used to attain relatively long scanning blocks with both lower mean head movement and fewer head movement spikes relative to rest. As the idea that functional connectivity can be studied using a variety of acquisition states has gained traction in the field, groups have increasingly used movies to investigate functional brain development in children (see Table 1 ), providing new insights about brain development, particularly in children under the age of 7 years. * The specifier "awake" is used to differentiate from excellent and challenging work done studying FC during sleep, for example in infants under age 2 (for review, Gao et al 2017) or with preschool aged children with autism spectrum disorder (e.g., Shen et al 2016) .
This review focuses specifically on the use of movies (which we define as moving images presented at more than 24 frames/second (Read et al 2000) ), in developmental fMRI. Many labs have used movies in fMRI for more conventional task-based designs, such as those showing clips of actors changing facial expressions (Schultz & Pilz 2009 ), point-light-displays to evoke biological motion processing (Sifre et al 2018) , or movie clips that feature various classes of objects (Deen et al 2017) . Here, however, we are interested in the use of longer movies that are used as an acquisition state for recently developed fMRI analyses, for example, conducting resting state analyses on movie-watching data. We aim to highlight the advantages and limitations of using complex movie paradigms as an acquisition state for developmental neuroimaging, to explore some of the methodological issues involved in designing developmental studies using such movies, and finally, to summarize emerging themes regarding functional brain development under naturalistic movie-watching conditions Terms and Acronyms (in order of appearance): BOLD = Blood oxygen level dependent; describes the signal of interest in functional MRI, reflects the ratio of oxygenated and de-oxygenated hemoglobin in a given region of the brain. FC = functional connectivity; FC is inferred when two or more spatially separate brain regions have correlated BOLD-signal time courses.
Resting state = the name given to the acquisition state used for studies that identify functional connectivity without an active task. Is further qualified as "eyes open" or "eyes closed" as these conditions can alter the patterns of results.
Task-free rest = a more specific way of talking about resting state imaging, sometimes just called "rest." Acknowledges that remaining extremely still in a magnet is not particularly restful.
Movie = a series of images presented at a frame rate (usually greater than 24 frames/ second) in which continuity across the images is used to portray movement and progression over time such that the viewer can not identify individual frames from within the stream of visual information.
Naturalistic stimuli = a class of stimuli that aim to evoke more naturalistic patterns of neural responses than traditional controlled artificial stimuli. Naturalistic paradigms are typically complex and dynamic, and longer in duration than many conventional stimuli. This is most often a relative term, for example a point-light-display of a man dancing would be naturalistic relative to still images of the same, but would be conventional and controlled relative to the biological motion shown in a film clip of a child playing soccer.
Framewise displacement (FD) = a complex measure of in-scanner head motion that calculates the position of the brain from one data point (frame) to the next, can be calculated using a variety of parameters, e.g., in 6 or 24 dimensions, etc.
Independent component analysis (ICA)
= analysis that sorts a data set into components such that the fewest number of independent components explain the most variance; considered a "data-driven" approach.
Intersubject correlations (ISCs) = analysis pioneered by Hasson et al. in which the similarity of BOLD-signal time-courses from the same voxels across different subjects are studied. This approach isolates stimulus-induced responses because only responses that are shared (i.e., time-locked) across subjects reach significance. Sometimes called "intersubject synchrony" (Hasson et al 2004 , Nummenmaa et al 2018 .
Intersubject functional connectivity (ISFC) = an approach that combines ISCs and FC by identifying a seed region in one subject's brain, and calculating the correlations with that seed region throughout another subject's brain. This approach isolates functional connectivity patterns that are shared across subjects, and therefore are stimulus-evoked. Also called intersubject functional correlation (Simony et al 2016) . Table 1 . Studies using movies as an acquisition state to study aspects of functional connectivity and/or intersubject correlations in pediatric neuroimaging, ordered by participant age.
Head motion and age
When comparing head motion outcomes across pediatric studies, numerous factors must be taken into account, including the length of the run(s) in question, total scan duration, whether task-free rest or frustrating or boring tasks were included, the type and extent of behavioral training, the nature of the movie used, whether sound was included or not, any clinical symptomatology, and of course, the age range and age distribution of participants. To date, only small sample sizes have been available for head motion studies, which is especially limiting as different ages demonstrate different levels of compliance. A recent examination of head motion in a sample of 24 healthy children (mean age 11.1 years) found that movies conferred a significant advantage in children ages 5-10, but not for children older than age 10 (Greene et al 2018).
Here we report head motion during a movie and task-free rest in a larger sample of 5-21 year olds (N=356, mean age 9.9 years) from the Healthy Brain Network (HBN) data (henceforth referred to as HBN-356 for convenience, see Figure 1a) . At the group level, movie-watching conferred a significant advantage with regard to head motion. However, when examined by age, the null finding during adolescence was replicated. In HBN-356, after age 12 years, a major improvement in head motion compliance during both rest and movies occurred, negating the 
head motion advantage of movies relative to rest. Both studies used cartoons (e.g., Finding Nemo, Despicable Me), and testing adolescents with more age-specific stimuli might alter these outcomes. Figure 1e shows the best-fit line for each participants' framewise displacement by their age. The steep slope for task-free rest demonstrates how developmentally skewed this condition is across a broad age range. The slope for movies is less steep, indicating that despite not being as helpful for adolescent head motion, using movies in a sample that includes both younger children and adolescents helps to minimize the effect of motion as an inherent age-based confound. A third finding is that, despite movement functioning as a trait in children as it does in adults (Engelhardt et al 2017) , the participants with the worst head movement during rest were not usually the worst during movie-watching ( Figure 1c) . In other words, movies appear to be particularly helpful for the children with the most head motion during task-free resting state conditions. Overall, for scanning in children under the age of 10 years, the data converge, showing highly significant improvements in head motion. , from a help-seeking community sample. Two 5-minute rest runs were concatenated to match the duration of the movie run (Despicable Me (DM)). A) Sample age distribution shows skew towards younger subjects. B) For the group as a whole, the movie significantly improved head motion relative to rest (p<0.0001). C) The 50 subjects with the highest mean framewise displacement (FD) during rest are labeled in red. Most of the red dots are below the diagonal, indicating that the 50 worst subjects during rest were not also the worst during the movie. D) When binned by age, mean head motion advantage was greatest for children under age 10 years. E) The best-fit lines show the striking effect of age on head motion for rest, which was somewhat diminished during the movie. All data are from the publicly available Healthy Brain Network biobank (PI: Michael Milham, Alexander et al, 2017) . Methods for these analyses are in Supplementary Materials.
These data also show that movies are not a panacea for in-scanner head movement; the mean framewise displacement (FD) for the HBN subsample used here was 0.84mm ± 1.2 for rest, and 0.60mm ± 0.85 for the movie. The HBN recruits help-seeking children from the community, so it is selective for children with a broad range of neurodevelopmental and psychiatric symptoms. Careful behavioral training in all young child groups remains essential, and combining movies with real-time motion monitoring may also be useful for some studies ( 
FC modulation: movies vs. rest
A researcher might adopt the use of movies for practical reasons such as decreasing head motion. The next question quickly becomes, "What are movies doing to FC patterns in the brain?" Just as with conventional tasks, two perspectives on FC modulation during movie-watching have been argued: the first is that movies are potent tasks, evoking highly specific patterns of FC; the second is that the brain has an underlying level of functional organization that is captured well during naturalistic conditions. We contend that both are valid perspectives, and that either perspective can be leveraged depending on the analytic approach being implemented.
Seed-based analyses (which identify networks by placing a region-of-interest ("seed") in the brain and then looking throughout the brain to see what other regions are functionally correlated with the seed) conducted in children (n=17) during movie-watching showed that FC network structure was highly similar during movie and task-free rest for all network seeds tested (Greene et al 2018) . Independent component analysis (ICA) of movie-watching data in girls ages 4-7 years (n=60), and in a separate group of 6-year old children (n=33) yielded components that were easily identified as intrinsic connectivity networks ( 
Comment on cartoons
Cartoons are cinematically unique in many ways. For example, cartoons have significantly more scene cuts than most live action movies, and scene cuts are potent directors of visual attention and engagement (Smith et al 2013) . Cartoons also feature extraordinarily tight and exaggerated audiovisual congruency, which also relates strongly to attention and arousal, particularly in children (Rajagopal et al 2014) . Cartoons are also often highly imaginative and playful, altering the physical laws of the universe in ways that appeal to children. Due to these features, some researchers have concerns that cartoons are not as "ecologically valid" as other movies. In adults, for example, recruitment of dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC) has been shown to differ when participants view artificial intelligence characters relative to human faces (Han et al 2005) . However, a study of 10-year old children reported the same recruitment of dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC) to both cartoon and real-life figures (Han et al 2007) , and cartoons have long been used effectively to study social cognition and mentalizing in adults (e.g., Gallagher 2000) . At this point, the engagement-based advantages of cartoons outweigh the potential disadvantages, and our current recommendation is that researchers are fortunate to harness the work of an entire industry that is developmentally targeted, and designed to keep children engaged and entertained. , and as discussed below, such measures are reliable and can be meaningfully related to age and behavioral correlates.
Task specific networks that emerge during movie-watching are also being studied (Kim et al 2017) . These networks become more pronounced when researchers first use intersubject approaches to essentially filter out intrinsic connectivity relationships that are by nature not correlated across subjects (see intersubject functional connectivity (ISFC) in Figure 4 , and in the Terms and Acronyms box) (Simony et al 2016) . This "pure" approach to movie-watching FC demonstrates a modular network structure, with the canonical FC networks split up into different modules. For example, dorsal attention network regions were split into two clusters. Moreover, the authors point out that the general external/internal categorization of networks was not maintained, meaning that parts of task-positive networks were integrated with regions from default and other networks to form combined modules during movie-watching (Kim et al. 2017 ). This intriguing approach therefore reveals network interactions that are likely crucial to everyday life and may have important developmental trajectories, but work of this sort has not yet been conducted in pediatric samples.
It is important to note that the task-evoked properties of movie-watching data make it difficult to leverage large resting state datasets for comparison, replication, machine learning or normative statistics. Some large datasets are starting to include movie-watching conditions, for example in children ages 5-21 years (Alexander et al 2017) and adults ages 18-87 years (Taylor et al 2017) which helps, but also introduces questions about cross-movie comparisons.
FC modulation: movie vs. movie
Questions about cross-movie comparisons also arise as some groups have allowed each child participant to select their own movie, averaging across different movies when calculating FC measures (Emerson et al 2015, Long et al 2017). Strengths of this approach are that it works well-the scan durations in these studies are the longest for their respective age ranges to date. It also likely diminishes some confounds by balancing each child's engagement with the movie, an approach that might be particularly helpful with a sample that includes both preschool children and adolescents. Increasing the number of different movies used within a sample also increases generalizability of findings (Westfall et al 2016) . The major concern with collapsing across multiple movies is that each movie varies in innumerable ways, confounding the interpretation of results.
Depending on the research question, however, data so far suggest that the variance introduced across different movies is less than that which occurs either across separate scanning sessions or across subjects. Using a unique data set in which 10 subjects were scanned on 12 separate days with a mix of 10-minute movie clips, task-free rest, Inscapes (see below) and a Flanker task (Stroop-like inhibition task), O'Connor et al. examined the reliability of whole-brain FC measures using a hierarchical linear mixed model (O'Connor et al 2017). Intra-class correlation coefficients revealed an "impressively high degree of between-condition reliability for most connections" whereas between-session reliability was significantly lower. Along these lines, an unsupervised test-retest matching algorithm has also been shown to exhibit high accuracies for
matching an individual subject's FC matrix from one scanning session to their own FC matrix from another scanning session. This test-retest matching was successful across two movies (Inscapes and Ocean's Eleven) and across a movie and rest (Vanderwal et al. 2017 ). Finally, the first meta-analysis to be conducted across naturalistic paradigms found 6 patterns of convergent activation common to a broad range of naturalistic stimuli, including movies, virtual reality paradigms, and listening to music or speech (Bottenhorn et al 2018 
. FC organization across four movies, task and rest (n=10, healthy adults) using canonical networks. 2a) When the top 10 percent of edges were visualized using springembedded graph tools, the frontoparietal and default networks appeared to be the most variable across conditions. During the Flanker task (a basic memory and response inhibition task), the frontoparietal network was more discrete, and was positioned between the default and remaining networks. Graphs appeared to be similar across Rest, Inscapes, Wall-E and The Matrix, whereas the graph for A Few Good Men appeared more spherical, with more inter-network integration. This may have been due to the highly social nature of the scene, indicating that the brain was most integrated during the sustained and intense high-level social processing. 2b) Mean functional connectivity (FC) by network was calculated using dual regression. Repeated measures ANOVA was nonsignificant for both the frontoparietal and dorsal attention networks. Despite topographical changes in these networks across conditions as depicted in the spring graphs, mean FC was not significantly different in this small sample. Follow-up t-tests for default network showed significant differences in FC between Flanker and Wall-E, and between Flanker and A Few Good Men (p<.05). Vanderwal et al. attempted to optimize and standardize this type of approach by making a movie specifically for acquiring functional connectivity data in young children that would be somewhat more engaging than the lava lamp or screensaver approach, and could be shared across labs. In 2015, they introduced a 7-minute movie called Inscapes. Professional artists created the original animation, musical score and soundscape, with consultation from developmental specialists. The movie features a series of slowly moving abstract shapes with a soothing, consistent piano score that was meant to blend with the scanner sounds. It has no scene cuts, and there are no sudden pans or zooms. Inscapes is freely available (www.headspacestudios.org), and is currently being used by multiple research groups in North America, Europe and Asia in both pediatric and adult samples. Preliminary head motion results coming from large samples of both young children and children with disorders such as minimally verbal autism spectrum disorder are promising, but it remains to be seen whether Inscapes results in better head motion outcomes relative to other movies for children as it did in adults (Vanderwal et al 2017) . Overall, the film minimizes some important developmental confounds such as language and social processing, and may be useful to researchers because of these unique features. Neurally, the movie evokes strong connectivity in the default network, and frontoparietal connectivity patterns are more similar to rest than during conventional movies (Vanderwal et al 2015) . The paradigm thus offers a standardized, developmentally informed option for researchers wanting a nonsocial movie to use during scanning that improves head motion and arousal levels, and still preserves individual differences in FC patterns (Vanderwal et al 2017) .
Reliability of FC measures acquired during movie-watching
It next becomes important to understand how reliable FC measures are under movie-watching conditions. One of the first motivating factors for using movies during fMRI was that the results of natural vision studies had been found to be significantly more reliable than results from artificial stimuli (Hasson et al 2010) . In adults, movies have been shown to have higher withinsubject FC correlations at the whole brain level relative to rest (Vanderwal et al 2017) , as well as higher intra-class correlations (ICCs) (Wang et al 2017a) . Graph theory measures such as degree
To include rest?
One frequently asked question is whether to include a block of task-free rest in a pediatric study that uses movies. Recent key studies in children elected not to include task-free rest (Long et al 2017, Morazcewski et al 2018, Richardson et al 2018) , and this may be an important consideration in why they were successful in these young age ranges. If task-free rest is essential to the study question, we follow the recommendations of the organizers of the Healthy Brain Network, who noted higher head motion in the second 3 minutes of a 6-minute rest block. Splitting up the rest block into two shorter runs has been beneficial. However, particularly with children younger than 10 years of age, the data indicate that omitting task-free rest is a defensible position whereas including rest that has significant motion artifact is not. 
Options for evaluating task performance
Voxel-or cluster-wise BOLD-signal time courses from particular regions can also be used in similar ways. For example, the BOLD-signal time-courses in the frontal eye fields have been used as a proxy for attention (Moraczewski et al 2018) . Movies are also excellent candidates for approaches that utilize BOLD-signal in ocular muscles to provide volume-by-volume estimates of fixation (Alexander et al 2017, LaConte SM 2006). These approaches, or their combinations, can equip developmental neuroimagers to assess and control for task performance during moviewatching even in young children, providing an advantage over task-free rest.
Analytic flexibility
Up to this point, we have been discussing the use of movies to study FC, but movies are uniquely situated to facilitate a broad array of analytic approaches that go beyond "resting state" analyses. The BOLD-signal time-courses that are evoked during movie-watching are long, contain both task-induced and task-independent sources of variability, and involve a majority of voxels. Figure 3 provides an example of such signal variability under naturalistic conditions. The raw BOLD-signal time courses from a single low-motion subject are shown for seed regions of the frontoparietal and visual networks during a movie, rest and the Flanker task. At the group level, we computed whole-brain multi-scale entropy to capture aspects of the signal structure that go beyond variability or standard deviation that might be included in these signals (Grandy et In addition to evoking signal variability throughout the brain, movies provide time-locked stimuli to use during data analysis, meaning that researchers have the ability to model the task in their analyses, or not. Signal complexity under naturalistic conditions. Spherical regions-of-interest (ROIs) were selected within frontoparietal and visual networks. Time courses from a single, low motion subject are shown. Power spectral density (PSD) of each signal shows that the variability of signal during movie (blue line) differentiates from Flanker task (red line) and rest (yellow line) in both ROIs. At the whole-brain level (n=10), multi-scale entropy (MSE) was calculated to estimate the complexity of the BOLD-signal structure. Here, both unconstrained states (movie and rest) demonstrate significantly greater MSE than the Flanker task. These exploratory analyses are meant to visually depict the idea that signal complexity under naturalistic conditions enables multiple analytic approaches, and may be related to an enhanced ability to identify brainbehavior correlations and individual differences in FC. See supplementary materials for detailed methods.
The most common movie-based approach in developmental studies to date is intersubject correlations (ISCs), a method pioneered by Hasson et al. in which the BOLD-signal time course in voxel A of subject 1 is correlated with the time course in voxel A of subject 2, and so on (see Nummenmaa et al., 2018 for a review of ISCs in adults) (Hasson et al. 2004 ). ISCs are unique insofar as they rely on stimulus-evoked (i.e., time-locked) signal changes, but are also modelfree and whole-brain. ISCs can be examined in groups of different developmental stages (see Every movie contains numerous visual and auditory features such as luminance change and the zero-crossing rate of the soundtrack, the complexity of which refers back to a common concern regarding naturalistic paradigms as mentioned in the Introduction. Each of these features can be used as a regressor in a more task-based approach to probe evoked responses within different neurofunctional systems ( recently showed that a reverse correlation approach is feasible even with 3-year old participants. As can be seen in Figure 4 , this study creatively applied three different analyses to a moviewatching data set, spanning both model-driven and model-free approaches, highlighting the analytic flexibility inherent to movie-watching data. All of these approaches are complicated and time-consuming, and the makers of NeuroSynth (a popular platform for synthesizing fMRI findings by region {Yarkoni, 2011 #159}) are working on a project called NeuroScout that aims to provide automated multimodal feature extraction for movies that is generalizable and reproducible, and may be of use to developmental neuroimagers interested in more task-based investigations of movie-watching data {McNamara, 2017 #160}.
Stimulus-independent analytic approaches
Many groups have used naturalistic paradigms as an acquisition state to study FC in adults, applying the same analyses as would be used with data acquired during task-free rest. Categorizing these approaches as "stimulus independent" specifically means that the analysis itself is not informed by, or dependent on, the time-course of the movie (i.e., it does not mean that the signal changes being captured are not informed by the time-course of the movie). FC studies of children using movie-watching data have used an array of FC measures including Much has been learned about the development of FC organization using task-free rest, sleep studies, and conventional tasks (for review, see Grayson and Fair, 2017) . To date, studies of FC during movie-watching are making unique contributions to the developmental literature in three main ways: first, by providing quality data in awake children in an understudied and developmentally dynamic age range; second, by providing information about how network interactions during complex, naturalistic processing develop; and third, by enabling researchers to identify robust brain-behavior relationships in developmental domains of interest.
FC and age in preschool children
In the first study of its kind in preschool children, Long et al. investigated the relationship between basic FC measures and age in this pivotal developmental period. Using movies as an acquisition state enabled them to collect both cross-sectional and longitudinal data from 44 children, ages 2-6 years. FC measures were found to correlate strongly with age even within this narrow age range, with r-values ranging from 0.35 to 0.65 and from -0.4 to -0.55. The strongest correlations were in precuneus and right superior temporal gyrus. Local and global FC were found to both increase and decrease with age, with different regions exhibiting different patterns: Regions exhibited increased local FC with age (frontoparietal network), increased local and global FC (default network) and mixed patterns including both local-to-global (superior temporal gyrus) and global-to-local shifts (e.g., fusiform gyrus) (Long et al 2017).
As did the frontoparietal and default network regions in the Long et al. study, other data also show an overall pattern of FC increasing with age at a dynamic pace during early childhood. This has been demonstrated for pain and Theory of Mind networks from ages 3-12 years (Richardson et al 2018) , and with nodes of the dorsal attention network in girls ages 4-7 years (Rohr et al 2017) . A follow-up study in a larger cohort that used ICA to identify networks showed that FC increased with age in all but one of these networks (ventral attention) in girls ages 4-7-including primary sensory networks-providing an important counterpoint to the prevailing idea that brain development proceeds hierarchically from sensory to higher-order regions (Rohr et al 2018) . These cross-sectional data support the general picture that sensory FC networks seem to develop linearly throughout early childhood, while cognitive networks appear to exhibit nonlinear, network specific trajectories.
Exceptions to the pattern of increasing FC with age have also been found. Blankenship et al. examined age-related changes in hippocampal FC in children ages 4-10 years of age (Blankenship et al 2017) . They showed that most major patterns of hippocampal connectivity are already stable at this developmental stage. Exceptions were connectivity between the hippocampus and lateral temporal lobes and anterior cingulate. The authors suggest that the hippocampus becomes more connected to the default network during this period, which is theoretically consistent with the observed increase in global connectivity of the default network made by Long et al. (Long et al 2017) . Conversely, Rohr et al. showed that FC between dorsal attention and default network regions was negatively associated with age, meaning that negative
FC was greater in the older children (Rohr et al 2017) . These regional patterns underscore the importance of delineating developmental trajectories of both intra-and inter-network FC.
FC organization during dynamic processing
Movie-watching entails dynamic processing that is different than occurs with most discrete, conventional tasks and with task-free rest {Bottenhorn, 2018 #91}. Studying FC organization in this state in children has started to yield some important results about network development. In an independent component analysis of 6 year old children, frontal control and default networks became more connected during movies relative to rest, while the frontal control and dorsal attention networks showed down-regulated connectivity during movies relative to rest (Emerson et al 2015) . This rest-movie pattern is the same as has been observed in adults (Gao & Lin 2012) , but children only show marginally significant differences between rest and movie, meaning that the network interactions would be expected to strengthen with age. Relatedly, Richardson et al. used a movie that sometimes required viewers to make interpretations about a character's inner thoughts or intentions (i.e., Theory of Mind), and sometimes required viewers to make interpretations about a character's physical experience (i.e., pain). Their data show that as a network matures and becomes more integrated, it also exhibits more anti-correlated interactions with other networks (Richardson et al 2018) (see Figure 6 ). In their sample, network interactions were the measure that changed most dynamically, going from uncorrelated to anticorrelated with age, and the anti-correlation of two networks strongly predicted the withinnetwork correlations, or integration, of the network. Network anti-correlation during moviewatching has also proven to be a meaningful outcome in studies of developmental disorders. In 15 children and adults with Down syndrome, Anderson et al. showed that individuals with Down syndrome demonstrated less anti-correlation relative to healthy participants. Further, increased inter-network correlation during movie-watching was associated with lower IQ scores. These data echo findings from resting state studies. For example, longitudinal resting state data from children ages 10-13 years of age shows that within-network connectivity strength increases and networks become increasingly anticorrelated (Sherman et al 2014) , and in adults during rest, the degree of anti-correlation between two networks has been shown to predict response times during inhibition tasks (Kelly et al 2008) . More broadly, network anti-correlation during rest has been related to psychiatric symptoms (Anticevic et al 2012) and aging (Spreng et al 2016) . The data reviewed here suggest that network anti-correlation during both task-free rest and during naturalistic processing is an important component of healthy functional brain development.
A C C E P T E D M
A N U S C R I P T Figure 6 . Inter-region correlation analysis using Theory of Mind (ToM) and Pain networks in children and adults. As intra-network correlations increased, anti-correlations between networks also increased. The degree of integration within a network was also found to predict the degree of anti-correlation between networks. The broader developmental hypothesis is that network integration facilitates a network's ability to interact effectively with other networks. Reproduced from Richardson et al., 2018, by permission (CC BY 4.0).
Brain-behavior correlations during naturalistic viewing
Multiple studies have shown that neural patterns during naturalistic viewing correlate strongly with developmentally relevant behavioral measures, including math aptitude, episodic memory abilities, social cognition scores and attention measures. Emerson and Cantlon defined ROIs using a number-based task, and then calculated FC between those ROIs under naturalistic viewing of math-based movie clips. FC values correlated with task-based reaction time (r 2 = 0.27), Test of Early Mathematics Ability (TEMA) raw score (r 2 =0.32) and age (r 2 =0.17). They also showed that though FC during movies differed with age, BOLD-signal amplitude during task did not (Emerson & Cantlon 2012 ). Riggins et al. found that FC involving a hippocampal network and episodic memory scores demonstrated significant interactions (Riggins et al 2016) . Their data showed an intriguing pattern whereby 4-year olds and 6-year olds often had opposite brain-behavior relationships (e.g., 4-year olds showed a negative correlation between FC of a given pair of ROIs and episodic memory scores whereas 6-year olds showed a positive correlation). The authors related these findings to developmental shifts in network segregation and integration, pointing to the possibility of fine-grained developmental trajectories of particular regions. Rohr et al. showed that in girls age 4-7, FC strength between intraparietal sulcus and frontal eye field regions (seeds of the dorsal attention network) correlated with selective attention scores (r=0.4-0.53) (Rohr et al 2017) . In a follow-up study, using a dual regression approach to ICA-derived networks, they showed that when controlled for age, the dorsal attention network and default network, as well as primary visual and auditory networks, correlated with different attention-based outcomes (see Figure 7 ) (Rohr et al 2018) .
The underlying theme is that FC relationships are, to date, extraordinarily promising in the way that they relate to cognitive and behavioral development, and that in particular, FC patterns
during naturalistic conditions may reveal developmentally relevant information better than conventional tasks or task-free rest. Figure 7 . Relationships between age and behavioral measures in primary sensory networks. Higher order networks also showed significant relationships, but these data emphasize that FC in sensory networks is developmentally dynamic during the ages of 4-7 years. Regions in red were identified via whole-brain correlation analyses, and are shown with network map underlays for context. This paper also emphasized the multi-network aspect of FC development that supports attentional maturation. From Rohr et al. 2018 , by permission.
Future directions FC network development measured longitudinally:
Only one paper to date contains longitudinal FC data for preschool children (Long et al 2017) . As has been the case in developmental neuroimaging regarding both white and grey matter studies, longitudinal data are needed to definitively delineate patterns of change in the normal development of FC architecture. Given the degree of change in FC patterns identified in the work reviewed here, further investigation of early childhood FC development in particular is needed.
Intersubject correlations: ISCs could also be studied longitudinally to delineate trajectories of functional brain development of complex processing. It remains unclear how intersubject correlations during movie-watching change with development. Some data indicate that ISCs become stronger with age, perhaps following the same "diffuse to focal" pattern that has been (Moraczewski et al 2018) . It may be that developmental patterns in temporal regions are especially well-captured by ISC analyses, and/or that the social and cognitive aptitudes improving during early childhood rely on functional maturation of these regions. ISCs could conceivably play a role in helping us understand what regions emerge together with regards to complex processing in normal development, thereby also providing ways to identify individuals who are not following that pattern. They might also provide a way to group subjects into more accurate cohorts of neural maturity as opposed to biological age, which might be especially helpful around maximally dynamic periods of development such as preadolescence.
Individually distinct patterns of FC: Recent work has investigated individually distinct patterns of FC by employing an unsupervised test-retest matching algorithm to identify individual subjects from within a group based solely on the correlation strength between FC matrices (Finn et al 2015) . A recent study used the same matching algorithm in 797 children and adults, ages 8-23 years (Kaufmann et al 2017) . The authors showed that matching accuracies increased with age, and that females have higher matching accuracies earlier than males. These data suggest that FC becomes more individually distinct with maturation. Further, participants with increased psychiatric symptoms in their sample became "individually distinct" later than their peers. In adults, movies have been shown to preserve and/or enhance the accuracies of these matching algorithms (Vanderwal et al 2017) and researchers postulate that the more complex the task, the more distinct individual differences in FC become (Finn et al 2017) . Movie-watching has not yet been used to study individual differences in children, but would enable this approach to span preschool years, potentially yielding new information about the development of individually distinct FC patterns.
Additionally, recent approaches using FC-based predictive modeling to truly predict (as opposed to correlating) a behavioral score of interest in individual subjects seem to work best when more volumes of data are used, and when more varied acquisition states are used (Rosenberg et al 2016 , Shen et al 2017 . These connectome-based predictive modeling approaches have been shown to work using resting-state data in children with autism spectrum disorder, and also in children with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (Lake et al 2018), but have not yet leveraged the duration and variability of movie-watching data. Such studies in pediatric populations, particularly across a broad developmental range, could make a significant contribution to the field. Hyperalignment: A significant challenge when working with developmental fMRI is to align accurately across participants. Typically, this is accomplished using structural features to align each subject to a pediatric atlas. Multiple groups have worked on ways to align data using functional signal instead. This "hyperalignment" can be accomplished using evoked BOLDsignal time courses during movie-watching, using FC relationships, or a combination of the two (Conroy et Hyperalignment has been shown to boost classification accuracies of both individual subjects and of condition, both of which could help to optimize pediatric studies. The degree of the transformation needed to align each participant in representational space could itself be a developmental outcome of interest, though this is a purely conceptual hypothesis currently. Much work would be needed to decrease the duration of scan time needed to accomplish hyperalignment to make it feasible for children, but it might be possible to use the same runs of movie-watching for both alignment and analyses.
Paradigms to evoke specific symptom domains: To date, researchers have selected movies based on availability, personal preference, the intention to elicit strong emotional responses, or to be more neutral. As an example of the latter intent, Inscapes was created to evoke a specific type of processing in children. Vanderwal and colleagues have also created another publicly available animation inspired by the work of Heider and Simmel in the 1940s (Heider & Simmel 1944) . This film, called When Heider Met Simmel, features simple black and white geometric shapes. The shapes tell a fairly complex, extended social story about a child who has bad dreams, and the movie is 7 minutes long. The movie is being used by different groups investigating social processing and narrative interpretation {Nguyen, 2018 #163}. From a psychiatric perspective, movies could be created to evoke symptom domains that might be more powerful and elicit important signal changes relative to ordinary tasks. The expense, time and expertise required to produce a quality animation or liveaction film is generally much greater than for a conventional task, making open sharing of stimuli even more important when it comes to movies. Researchers moving forward will still need to identify what types of FC patterns are evoked by particular movies, but should aim to use analytic approaches that enable inferences beyond descriptive localization of psychological and cognitive processes (Poldrack & Farah 2015) . Eventually, it may be most productive for the field to generate a pediatric-specific database of films with well-studied behavioral and neural effects rather than testing an endless stream of different movies, similar to what has been partially accomplished with emotional films for adults (Schaefer et found increasing FC in the default network with age in a movie-watching study (Rohr et al 2018) , whereas Muetzel et al show decreasing FC in the default network in children ages 6-10 years during task-free rest (Muetzel et al 2016) . These findings also cover somewhat different age ranges (4-7 years vs. 6-10 years), and it may be that the developmental trajectories of default network FC during early childhood are complex and will require longitudinal data to be properly understood. It is also possible that default network FC in this age range exhibits both patterns: increases with age during movie-watching and decreases with age during rest. Either way, the primacy of the social brain during childhood and the inherent social nature of most movies serve as the backdrop for most movie-watching studies in pediatric populations. Age distribution: The rate of change in FC patterns appears to be faster than previously observed trajectories (e.g., grey matter thinning, white matter tractification, BOLD-signal responses to specific discrete tasks), and where possible, it seems even more important than it has been in the past to structure developmental cohorts appropriately and with tighter age ranges, e.g., not collapsing across children and adolescents. Fully reporting the age distribution of even small age ranges in children is necessary to fully assess the data.
Describing movies: Careful descriptions of movies are as methodologically necessary as careful descriptions of tasks. Thorough reporting of movie clips can be complicated, but is important to enable replication efforts. See Supplementary Table 1 for recommended parameters to report.
Cross-condition comparisons:
As discussed throughout, movie-watching data is different than resting state data, and making comparisons of findings across acquisition states should be done carefully and explicitly. At this point in time, it remains a limitation that researchers using movies can not use the large publicly available resting state datasets to replicate findings or to enlarge sample sizes, etc.
Main Conclusions
1. In children younger than 10 years of age, movies provide a significant improvement in head motion during fMRI scanning relative to task-free rest, and in some cases, also relative to conventional tasks. The use of movies has recently enabled the collection of FC data in awake children under the age of 7 with substantial sample sizes and scan durations. 2. Movie-watching data has been shown to capture canonical intrinsic functional connectivity relationships both via ICA and using network masks that are reliable and have been shown to relate to age and behavior. 3. Movie-watching data has also been shown to reveal novel network topologies evoked by the complex, dynamic processing required during naturalistic viewing. Little is known about the development of these complex movie-driven modules or their interactions. 4. FC measures vary with age even in samples with small age ranges, indicating a steep slope of change. FC measures also demonstrate clear brain-behavior relationships with outcomes that change dynamically during early childhood. These changes and correlations relate to both higher order networks and primary sensory networks. 5. Intersubject correlations in particular have been used to study the development of complex processing, revealing robust brain-behavior relationships with theory of mind outcomes, math aptitude, and attention-based measures. Temporal regions frequently emerge in these wholebrain ISC maps as being related to age or behavioral measures in children. 6. Anti-correlation between networks appears to be a developmentally important network property that emerges for some networks after age 3 years. 7. Despite the use of movies, head motion in young children remains a paramount concern in developmental fMRI, and ongoing efforts to prevent and remove motion artifact in addition to using movies are needed. Participants from the Staten Island site were excluded to focus on data collected scanning with either Siemens 3T Tim Trio or Siemens 3T Prisma. We further excluded any participant without a Despicable Me run (10 min) and both resting state runs (5.1 min each), leaving N=356. In brief, MRI scan parameters used TR = 800ms, TE = 30ms, resolution = 2.4mm 3 , with multiband acceleration of 6. Full parameters are available at the HBN project site (http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/cmi_healthy_brain_network). To represent the complete motion parameters of the data in this enriched pediatric sample, we did not exclude any participants based on mean framewise displacement (FD). Preprocessing and motion estimates: Basic preprocessing was run using the Configurable Pipeline for the Analysis of Connectomes (C-PAC) version 1.0.1, including motion realignment and transformation in Montreal Neurological Space using Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTS) (Avants et al 2008) . Framewise displacement was calculated between each volume of functional data (Power et al 2012) and was concatenated for the Rest condition across both resting state runs. (Figure 2 ): Data were downloaded from the Healthy Brain Network Serial Scanning Initiative (O'Connor et al 2017) via AWS (s3://fcpindi/data/Projects/HBNSSI). Thirteen healthy adults (ages 18-45 years) were recruited from the community, and scanned 14 times over one-two months. Scanning was conducted using a 1.5T Siemens Avanto scanner with a 32-channel head coil. For this analysis, participants were excluded if they had a mean FD > 0.2mm in any condition (Rest, Flanker, Inscapes, A Few Good Men, Wall-E, The Matrix). This left n=10. Within the repeated scans and conditions, data for each condition was selected as the first time that each participant had seen that condition. The second Inscapes run was used for one subject due to head motion. Complete scan parameters are available at the Serial Scanning website (O'Connor et al 2017). Briefly, functional runs used TR = 1450ms, TE = 40ms, resolution 2.46 x 2.46 x 2.5mm. All runs comprised 420 volumes. Preprocessing: Performed using C-PAC version 1.01., and included motion realignment and transformation to MNI space using ANTs. Nuisance signal regression removed linear and quadratic trends, 24 motion parameters (Friston et al 1996) , and COMPCOR with 5 A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T principal components (Behzadi et al 2007) . Volume censoring was not used. Mean FD did not differ significantly across conditions. FC measures: Matrices were constructed using a functional parcellation scheme of 200 regions-of-interest (ROIs) (Craddock et al 2012) . Eight clusters without at least 70% coverage in all runs were excluded from further analyses. For each subject and in each condition, pairwise Pearson's correlation coefficients were calculated between all ROI pairs and Fisher's z-transformed. These matrices were thresholded to include only the top 10% of edges, which were then used to create force-directed graphs using R (https://github.com/mehravehs/NetworkVisualization) (Salehi 2018 ). Force-directed graphs aim to visually organize networks such that the energy of the graph as a whole is minimized. This is accomplished by assigning both repulsive and attractive forces to each pair of nodes, and allowing an algorithm to reposition nodes until the energy of the entire graph is as low as possible. The algorithm also aims to make edge lengths as similar as possible, and to minimize the number of crossing edges. Node color was assigned according to membership in the Yeo 7-network scheme (Yeo et al 2011) . When a cluster contained voxels from more than one network, the cluster was assigned to the network with the greatest number of voxels. Dual regression: Using FSL, dual regression was used to obtain a mean FC for the networks of interest (frontoparietal, default and dorsal attention networks), based on prior research showing that movies modulate FC in these networks. A spatial regression was applied to the time courses for all voxels in each network, and the resultant signature time course per network was then regressed with every voxel in the brain to produce spatial maps per network (Filippini et al 2009) . Mean functional connectivity was calculated by averaging across the regression coefficients within each network mask for each subject, which was then averaged across the group.
Cross-condition FC organization
Signal complexity (Figure 3 ): From the 10 low-motion subjects from the HBN Serial Scanning Initiative data, we selected the subject with the lowest head motion. Seed regions for frontoparietal and visual networks were created by drawing spheres with a diameter of 15mm around coordinates reported by Emerson et al. MNI coordinates were (36, 57, 9) and (-6,-87,3), respectively (Emerson et al 2015) . Average time courses from both seeds were extracted from preprocessed data (as above) and plotted in Figure 3 . Next, we calculated power spectral density on the individual subject time courses using MATLAB's pwelch function, with a 10 TR window and 50 percent overlap. Finally, at the whole-brain group level (n=10), we used Multi-scale Entropy (MSE) as a measure of signal complexity. MSE captures moment-to-moment variability in signal, and is able to quantify how nonrepetitive (i.e., random) a signal is at multiple time scales. This approach has recently been applied to electroencephalography and fMRI data (Grandy et al 2016 , Smith et al 2014 . Preprocessed data were used, and MSE was calculated using the 3dMSE program in AFNI 
